July 24

Dear Sir Spencer,

Many thanks for your letter. I know nothing of Mr. Matthews. Except that he writes freely in what I suppose are authoritative proceedings. I am not likely to
[Handwritten text that is difficult to read and interpret accurately.]

"While I agree with Darwin about the improbability of common marriage."

"No matter of relationships I have with something about in the book. No whipping and yours."

"I wrote by accident, as it were, by error occasion by any consideration essay, and"
followed where the
Doyos led me. If you
write anything on the
result, I hope to
see it, so here we
have only newspaper
inconsistencies — I don’t
know no person here
who is likely to

consider with
understanding, beyond
those who are named
in the preface.

Probably you agree that
as the totemic groups
are the most archaic, we need a provisional hypothesis as to their origin, and location into the phyla of what has been no more is how tribes on a dead core of material culture have evolved in many grades of marriage institutions. I can't guess, though until we guess.
Perhaps the stew is
has found out the
some probable cause

why do van East Coast (Stots) return on the
fisher boat in the
6am to 5pm? Brown
Smith (married)

Mary Smith, and
be come Brown Smith.
I can't find out yet
another for example,
are Brown or
Smith, but the

adapt by the way
by the woman:
Surname is odd, and

certainly true. I make
out a circus or
Brown, as within
Brown Smith

Believe in

Sincerely yours

A. Lang